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BRICS-driven reform of the international financial system and its
power structure orientation--analysis based on realistic constructivism
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Abstract: 2008Thefinancial crisis intensified multinational questions about the unreasonable distribution of power in the
international financial system,firm BRIC countries. The determination of the power structure of the reform
system.based on realistic constructivism theory,The power structure can coordinate the power and identity within
the system Game Relations,constraining the powers of the Group of seven and keeping countries in agreement with
the system, to maintain stability and development of the system.because this, Bric countries need to be at the
critical stage of the current redistribution of power,to enhance the strength of the BRICS as a reform body,push
power Transfer from developed economies to emerging economies,Complete the benign reform of the power
structure,Thus promoting a comprehensive recovery of the world economy.
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1. exists in both the international financial system and the BRICS countries
Group of seven(G7)Dominant International financial system main. If multinational financial

company,International Monetary System,International Finance Center,International financial organizations and
international financial Issues resolution mechanism the, and so on, makeup(under abbreviation"system", to
coordinate economies of nations contacts,promoting economic and financial orderly development,maintain global
finance stability and security.①but in2008Year International financial crisis off,the economies of countries are
under great shock and have suffered severe losses Next,G7failed to perform its duties and exposed the ability to
manage crises

deficient defects,causestheG7and the legality of the system,authoritative and the Ability to act is
questionable,thus triggering various other international classics force to push system power redistribution,Reform
its power knot Construct and build new international financial system new initiatives.

from a system design perspective,Existing international financial system is a system in which Member States
compromise system power distribution Sexual Schedule.Current International financial system""established in
international power The structure is based on,reflects the interests of dominant powers in the system and
claims,the power of evolution stems from the great powers of the system The unbalanced growth of the economic
strength,is the international power structure of the knot fruit. ② simply to say,System is an architectural
power based on economic reality

Power-structured arrangements reached by force differences.Its organizational structure is led by the United States
as the core of the group of seven countries,,its power frame follows followed by1976Group of seven-country
governance mode set count.The group of seven relies on the architecture for huge political and Economic
Benefits,to consolidate and expand your own politics and-ji power.but,century economic globalization
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and economic hair Show imbalance make the international economic power contrast again major changes
change,Group-led system power structure has been unable to adapt The current international financial
architecture,mainly behaves as it is not only unable to charge leverage the resources of countries within the system
to withstand financial crises,and institutional barriers to the reform of power structures in other countries.For
example,in the International Monetary Fund(IMF)Internal,top five advanced by""the voting right of the body is
the absolute advantage:except for the United States has the decisive16.77%outside voting
rights,Japan,Germany,,French and British in proportion to 6.2%/5.88%, 4.85% and 4.85%, These five great
powers control?37%Voting rights for; ① at the World Bank(WB)internal U.S.Voting rights
are.85%,Japan,German,Voting rights in France and the United Kingdom proportional to6.84%,
4.0%,3.75%and3.75%,Five powers control.19%Voting rights for.② Voting rightsdecisionpower,The excessive
concentration of voting power severely hinders the systemImplementation of power structure reform.World Bank
and International Monetary baseGoldenorganization in their respective charters,except for special
cases,Resolutions made by the two organizations must obtain more than half of the voting rightsto pass,major
resolutions need to get85%above votingright,Given that the United States has a greater thanpast15%,It means that
the United States has a major resolution in these two major institutions.(as System reform)has one vote on the
veto, ③ and the other fourThe Great powers also have tremendous influence..This unreasonable
powerassignmentis actually the manifestation of the unequal power structure.,alsoThe main factor impeding the
reform of the power structure,because the change willbethe must be approved bythese powers to pass.

Current,The impact of thefinancial crisis on the world economy is still inthelast,countries need to reform the
international financial system this_OriginalThe sexual problem has basically reached a consensus,and the global
economy'sFull recoveryfull of expectations.But for the sake of its own benefitloss,theGroup of Seven cannot
actively advance the system power structurereform,makes the intervention of an external force
inevitable.Emerging economies The group's rise has dramatically narrowed the gap with developed
economies.from,and asserting that the system should give the group more system power,,and Group of seven
maintaining system security and stability,governance crisisThe fact that limited capacity is given to emerging
economies reform systemfull justification for power structure,Emerging economies can provide capitalGold and
resources to drive the world's economic recovery is also forcing the sevenThe group must make a necessary
compromise on the issue of power reform,reform of the power structure within the system finally has the
possibility of a realitysex,and emerging economies most challenged by the group of seven countriesThe strength
of the power structure is the BRICS countries.

The BRICS countries were formerlyBRIC states,®2008Year United Statesafter financial
crisis,in,Russia,print,Pakistan states through series of meetingsTalk and set up summit mechanism,make"'bric
countries"initialwith country Home Economic Cooperation Forum Foundation.⑤withyearSouth Africaadd,BRIC
countries renamed"BRICS countries"(BRICS),andgradually grow to be economically comparable to the group of
seven,politicallyRising Group of countries.

Current,The economic strength and development potential of BRICS countriesPeople Spotlight.with the
most basicGDPTotal and GDP increase to example,2008Year,BRICS countriesGDPaccounts for the global total of
6%. ⑥ period,G7GDPtotal global total?4%, ⑦ about BRIC countries3.6times.up to2013end,BricsGDPTotal
approximately157 796billion USyuan(South Africa offersyeardata),The accounts for around the
world1/5.®thesametime,Group of sevenGDPThe sum is approximately345 073trillionUSD,about global2/5,⑨ is
the equivalent of a BRICS country's2.2times.estimated to2015year,BRICS countriesGDPTotal will reach

① ChesIMFShare and voting rights reformInternationalEconomic
comments",2011yearof2period,page122pages.

②ChesReview of World Bank voting rights',Macroeconomic Research,year8period,first9page.
③ WangYuanlong:"reform and development trend of the international financialsystem',Guangdong
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FinanceCollege Journal,page year1 period,pagepages.
④ 2001Year,chief economist, Goldman Sachs, USA•o ' Neill(Jim O ' Neill)first proposed""bric

countries(BRIC)concept,take Brazil(Brazil),Ross(Russia),India(India)and China(China)the initials of the four
states""BRIC","refers to these four emerging economies.

⑤ Year4Month,SecondBRIC countriesSummit held in Brazil.will be followedby the leaders ofthe four
countries publishJoint Statement"",Views on the world economic situation and other issuesand Stand,and agree to
pushBRIC countriesspecific measures for cooperation and coordinationBRICShome"Cooperation mechanism This
is initially formed.

⑥ Hu Jintaoin'BRIC countries'speech at the meeting of the leaders'http:news, Xinhuanet
com/World/2009-06/17/contentone11553224. htm.

⑦data comes fromIMF2009Year4Monthly Statistics.
⑧data comes from national statisticalOfficeBRICS National Joint Statistics manual(2014):http: stats. Gov.

cnztjcztfx/jz2014/.
⑨ data comes fromIMF2014Year4Monthly Statistics.even over US,to2027Year,bric countriesGDPTotaland

will be flat with the group of seven.GDPgrowthrate: 2008YearInitial financial crisis,BRICS countriesAverage
growth of (with South Africa)to7.4%,is much higher than the group of seven0.9%.2011-2013year post-crisis
era,average growth of BRICS countriesLong rates are7.1,5.5%and5.5%, ① Group of seventhen1.6%,
0.6%and0.8%.②Carefully review the BRICS countries,They can be the newmay challenge or even lead other
emerging economies in the economymain representatives,not only based on strong economic strength
andDevelopment potentialthe,also includes the following three reasons:First,,It has a relatively mature cooperation
mechanism and joint cooperationbase.with new drill country,Outlook five countries,Futureallcountry③ et itsHis
emerging economies concept comparedto,BRICS countries are not stuck in the"" Read-onlystage,is an objective
international organization.its noonly have foreign ministers meeting,Finance Ministers meeting,BRICS summit
several levelsTimes co-working mechanism,and financially complementary toeach other.theBRICSLine and the
BRICS emergency reserve are closely linked to the five countries ' ties,ItTomake BRICS countries a real forum
for national cooperation,and allBall climate,Global economic development,allareas of political reformAct as a
group of States in a common retreat,increasingly internationalSocial Identity.second,BRICS countries have more
system rightsForce,and with larger change drivers._aspect,with other neweconomy comparedto,BRICS countries
have more system power resourcessource,have a greater say in the system,also means moreEasy to promote
reform of the system's power structure.in World Bank,incountry,India and Russia occupy top 10 seats,and in the
countryInter-IMF,Shares of China and Russia are among the same.First ten,and once the International Monetary
Fund willyear of reformScheme implementation,India and Brazil will also jump to the top 10,It isThe
unmatched by other emerging economies.on theother hand,on globalunder the background of financial
crisis,Strong economic strength and economyinfluence not only does the BRICS countries effectively circumvent
the financial crisisImpact,and to some extent the most serious loss of the caseexample,And thus have assumed
unprecedented pressure in both the economic and political spheres.Force,Its reform power is unusually
strong.third,structural reform can assigngiveBRICS countries more capacity to act,and enhance its actionwish.bric
countries ' economic strength gives them a governance crisisstrong action capability,The unreasonable assignment
of power to keep it alwaysExcluded from the core layer of the system,severely limits its ability to actplay.can be
foreseen,If the BRICS countries are given moreLarge system rights,The BRICS will have a greater capacity for
action.swing space,Improving system power structure actions,Recovery BodyWorks to make adifference.More
importantly,Thisis good for theIncrease the enthusiasm and responsibility of the BRICS countries ' governance
crisis,aboutBundle The hegemonic tendencies of the group of seven in the system,The power of the system
makedecisions more reasonable.

In view of the growing economic strength of the BRICS and the group of sevencountriesnear,bric countries '
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politics in international finance,Economic Impact Daybenefits up,has becomean unstoppable force.as
neweconomy(also all developing country)reformist main representative,Even the leading position is getting
stronger.,and lead the emerging economybody vs Developing country(hereinafter referredtoEmerging and
developing countries)to protect your own interests,and the core of the system leading the developed
economiesGroup ofseven protests,promoting system power structurereform.should also notethat, theGroup of
Seven also need to usetheEmerging economies(Virtually all emerging and developing countries)the strength of to
save the post-crisis era of international finance,is not exactlystand in opposition to prevent
reform.summary,currently advancing international goldbest times for System reform,BRICS countries must seize
this_Rare Historical Opportunity,to push for reform and in the international financial bodyfor important_seatsin
the department.
2. Realistic constructivism and international finance transformation of system power structure

2002Year,Henry•Connaught(Henry R. Nau)+ RichardGermany|Lyon(Richard C. Leone)submit power and
approvalapply to U.S. diplomatic strategy,and indicates that,Identity and material powertogether determine U.S.
foreign policy.®looking at Connaught and Lyon

①data is based on the official statistics website of major economies,UK consensus forecastthe relevant data
for the division is calculated as.

②data comes fromIMF,BRICS National Bureau of Statistics,United Nations Statistics Division.
③ New Drill country is UKeconomistThe concept proposed by the BRICS countries,Refers to

theMexican,South Korea,Poland,Turkey,Kazakhstan,countries such as Egypt;Outlook five countries
is Vietnamese(Vietnam)/Indonesia(Indonesia),South Africa(South Africa),Turkey(Turkey)and

Argentina(Argentina)the combination of the initials of the English names in five countriesVISTAThe word has a
in EnglishVision',Outlookmeans;FutureAll country is Goldman Sachs inThe concept of the year,refers to
Korea,Egypt,Iran,Vietnam,Mexico,Philippine,Turkish,Bangladesh,Nigeria,Pakistan and IndonesiaOneCountry.

④Henry R. Nau and Richard C. Leono,Athomeabroad:Identityandpower inAmericanForeignPolicy,Cornell
UniversityPress,2002,p. xi.

Theforeign policy of the is based mainlyon the country'smaterial Power distribution in international
system(match)and Identityassigned. ① next year,Samuel•Dagenham(Samuel barkin)Therealistic Constructivism
proposed by provides the rationale for this ideasupport.② So-called realistic constructivism,actually a kind of
matchbridge theory,is the theoretical connection between constructivism and realism andReconcile
Products,instead of meta-theory,So the theory should alsosatisfying and adhering to the dual core of realism and
constructivism:Power and Identity.real-world constructivism from a process perspectiveResearch Power and
identity relationship,Thepresentsthe'Ruleis a blend of twocontradictions and connections between the two
important links.and,real-worldstructuralism has two core assumptions:First international politics is socialProducts
of construction;Two is international politics cannot transcend power policygovern.®soyou can see,Realistic
constructivismseeks convergence between reality and Constructivism,Its basic theory packageTwo aspects:The
country is the act of the international community the mainbody,Interaction between nations constructs the
international identity of the State,international bodyChanges will affect the state's recognition of the distribution
of benefits,finalforeign policy affecting the country;Second,The international community is the Power
divisionwith products,Its power structure is through the international community altogetherThe concept
establishes the.inbrief,Reality Constructivism considers internationalThe foundation of the power system is the
assignment of power,But the actual distribution of powernow relies on the formation of the international
community consensus,while connecting power pointsThe bridge between the and the international community
consensus is the rule,"specific"The power structure can affect changes to a particular specification
structure,vice,changes to a specific specification structure can also affect a specific power structureChange.④from
this_theory to analyze the existing international financial systemwill find,when material power distribution and
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identity assignment change,countries' foreign policy will also change.,to the stateThe development direction of the
inter-financial system has an impact.the needs to be stressedYes,The product of material power distribution is the
power structure,and International goldThe material power in the system of is mainly referring to economic
strength.becausethe_countries can go through politics,Military and other means of intervention
internationalfinance,can also profit by distorting its position in the international gold in a certain periodoftime, or
making astake inanother country.*,But it cannot be used for a long time with international finance as a toolGet
more revenue or keep the benefitsavailable. ⑤ so,bodytheend result of the distribution of power should be
obedience to economic strengthdifferencepower structure.Once the economic strength of the comparison occurred
significantlychange,thepower structure should change accordingly..reasonfor theestablishment and development of
the power structure for the purpose of establishing and developing a system of power bySolutions vs. checks
and balances,is in moral constraint,based on the idea constraint,'PowerConstraints©Toform a relatively
stable,PhaseMutual Control,Balanced power structure,Toprevent abuseForce,effective control power,...and the
material power structure exists in thecorresponding social formation,and by productivity height and economyBase
decision,Show Objective economic power in systemstructure.power structure if it transcends or lags behind
productivityconditions and economic fundamentals,isbound to be adaptive,No
coordinationsex,Non-coupling'lesions'even'canceration'must be subjecttoto objective law penalty⑦ .that is,,power
structure isCoordinating power and identity links,International financial system right of passageForce structure to
achieve power checks,thereby enhancing the rights of States to the Authorityassigned identity,, which in turn
produces the authority of the system's power structure,increase the likelihood of countries obeying system
governance,finally reaches dimensionprotect power structure relatively stable,system functions
effectively,InternationalThe purpose of financial health development.and economic power changes,potentialthe
need for to cause synchronization changes in the power structure.When this requirementisnot satisfied,recognition
of power distribution decreases,Systemthe legitimacy and authority of governance will decline,The survival of the
systemfaces serious challenges.so,reform of system power structureimperative.2008The impact of the
international financial crisis makes countriesrealizes that,The current international financial system is behind the
international goldMarket Development,Unable to adapt to the new shape of world economic
developmentpotential,Its power structure has become no longer stable,lack of individual large

① DongqinglingAreview of realistic constructivism theory',International Political
Science,2008Year1period,146page.

② in2003year publishedRealistic ConstructivismText,Samuel•BarrGolden(Samuel barkin)System of
contention between Constructivism and realismanalysis Draw,Although there are many differences and
controversies between the two theories,But both sides are examining theTakeThe beneficial part of each other
carefully,This provides the basis for coexistence,insteadof twoThe framework of the realistic constructivism
constructed by bridges,regardless of paradigm or epistemology and squareon the law,all have the possibility of
coexistence.

③ Giobing:Realistic Constructivism:International political power construction',world throughJinan
politics,2008Year page4period,page on pages.

④J Samuel barkinRealist constructivism',International Studies Review,Vol. 5,No.3,2003,pp.325-342.
⑤LiuWei,ShiJunViewing the international financial system from structural realism',Worldbounds economy

and politics"",1998Year pagetenperiod,page next pages
⑥ [method]Montesquieu's,Zhang Yan deepbuffooneryThe spirit of the law(on),BusinessHunsukiIng,

1959Year edition,184page.
⑦LiYongzhong,DongYingTheRiddle of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union from the injury of power

structure to employmentsystem dead,CommercialPress,firstyear,236page.mechanisms for effective control,Many
membersof the system the the interests of the state are being compromised,system power in many
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countriesstructure Approval sharp drop,demanding system reform,Somecountries may even find alternatives to
another system.so,systemIf you do not make the necessary adjustments and changes,will face a hugechallenges
and potential risks for.

Reality constructivism tells usthatin the stateless state andspecific power structure background,country's
foreign policy is allTheis determined by its approval of a specific structure."①Multiple countries in the sameA
system or a rule structure often produces a phaseofState Identity and group sense of belonging,Generating Group
ApprovalCountries in the international power distribution and international power struggle process byDevelop
similar foreign policy tendencies,and easyto form a countryFederation.Identity reduction or even disappearance
caused by chain reaction will be strictThe threat system's survival,Especially when the state is identified as a
stateinter-social consensus,and export by consensus to national foreign policyon,challenges to the system have
international significance.ifgenerateTwo or more game states within thesystemRegiment, finally,It's possible to
drive system reform.from this cornerdegree for,The power structure reform of the system is actuallythe result of
different arraysGroup Wrestling results,and determine the fate of the systemThe is the agreement of theVarious
camps on the power structure within the system.International-The crisis has not only exacerbated the economic
strength of countries.,more DramaThe international community's legitimacy to the system's power
structure,authoritative,veryto action capability of questioning,especially those in power structureThe emerging and
developing countries in an unreasonable position,Universal vs SystemThepower structure creates a serious sense
of intolerance,and in the advantageTheadvanced economies of the status of are generally conservative and
strongly maintainThe power structure of a system that is saved,,only agree to part of the function of the
systemMake adjustments to.so,within the system inevitably generated tworival group,The BRICS group led
reformers and the seven countriesOld schoolfor group leadership,representing two groups of benefitsbenefits,The
main focus of the struggle between the two istheneed for change in the power structure within theInternational
financial Body,.

Thecompeting relationship between the Group of seven countries and the BRICS statesThe meaning of the
refactoring reform is,"Thesystem dominated by the group of seven"faces external pressure to redistribute
power,especially in bothcasesThe post-crisis era with significant changes in the strength contrast.vii.Group urges
BRICS countries to act as post-crisis globalEconomic Saviour rolethelatter did not have an excellent tablenow and
tremendously pay to get the system power and status.pasttenyear,BRICS countriesGDPgrowth rate for global
average growth,1.8times.BRIC countries ' contribution to the world economyto8.9%speed increase,expected7after
year,contribution will exceed60%,reaches the U.S.7.5times.2008year,BRICSHome's contribution to global
economic growth has also exceeded the seven countriesGroup.②inother words,,The power of the system does not
follow the two cornersThe switch of the color is transferred.Although the system power structure is
collapsingrestructuring Edge,and will accompany the reform of the international financial
systemNow_dynamic balance,But for the moment,,twoThe unreasonable distribution of power by the is not
materially improved.in thisinequality,BRICS countries assign to system power structurewith proximity or even
convergence,leading to theBRICS countriesto introduce a similar foreign policy.but,This does not mean goldBrick
country without internal contradictions,That's how it works for five countriescircumvent contradictions
Challenge.of course,BRICS countries canBRICS group,and emerging and developing countriesmain
representatives,Also with its distinctive advantages about:first,GoldBrick national economy strong
complementarity,reform will strongly.BricsHome group accounts for global economic share1/5,Strong economic
strength andEconomic structure complementarity,economic strength and system power in systemrank
closeto,Causing them to be in the power structurehave similar interests.,Just as the Carnegie Endowment for
International PeaceInternationalEconomic Research director Yuri•Dadush(UriDa-Dush)said: ""They are relatively
underdeveloped...They all hopehope to build a new World economic order,One they take up more powerHeavy
and have more say order.③ second,BRICS countriesgreater power,external pressure relatively large.assigned by
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theFive countriesto the same system as other emerging and developing countrieshigh,While the willingness to
reform is strong, nature also faces a larger externalsection pressure.face highly integrated group of seven,only
strongGroup Approval of BRICS countries and their power knot in the system

① Jennifer Sterling-folker,theoriesofInternationalcooperationThen theprimacyof
ofAnarchy:ExplainingU.S.InternationalMonetaryPolicy-MakingafterBrettonWoods,StateUniversity of New
YorkPress,2002.

② Wanggang Pingyu,Sheijin,XuChenxiangBRICS Global Contribution annual
increase8.9%,Methodeveningreporthttp://www.Fawan.com/articleztbd2013/03/27/14135619 1769.HTML.

③ Chinese Embassy in India business officeforeign-media:BRICS group in
disagreement beforeline",http://in.Mofcom.Gov. cn/aarticlejmxw201104/20110407496779.HTML.overall power
in refactoring,Benefits of BRIC group can only bemaximizes.last,BRICS countries better international
image,Thehas aLarge appeal.Thepowerful economic strength of the BRICS countries and the largeForce to save
the financial crisis have greatly enhanced its international profilelike,with large numbers in all emerging and
developing countriescalling Force,So it can be effective in a critical moment. Emerging and sendingThe power
resources in the hands of the exhibition countries,thegreatly increasestheprobability of Successin the
power-in-assignment process.
3. BRIC countries promote the international financial system analysis on the countermeasures of reform

Tosummarize,BRIC countries face huge reform opportunities,The reform of the power structure of the
international financial system is imperative.butYes,the challenges facing the BRICS countries are also extremely
grim..vsGroupof Seven,Their cooperation mechanism is relatively weak,lackUnified Power Redistribution
Reform,facing dollar hegemony productionThefact that the inflationary pressures of the, and so on, have greatly
weakened its drivereformcapabilities.on this,This article considers,If you want to maximizedivide system
power,Implementing the reform of the system power structure,goldBrick countries must address and resolve the
following three questions.

First,Enhanced BRICS cooperation mechanism,Hardening teamswithfor Awareness.After six BRICS summit
consultations and efforts,GoldenBrick countries have formed including foreign ministers meeting,Finance
Ministers meeting,GoldBrick Summit Several levels of cooperation mechanism,and through these
machinesSystem on a number of occasions on major international political and economic questions"speak with
one voice"The BRICS countries,developmentCountry,and even the world's political and economic landscape has
produced a non-Often positively affects,especially in the international financial system reform,GlobalToplay a
positive role in important international affairs such as the Climate Change conferencetoCritical,greatly enhances
its on the world stageInfluence and appeal.such as,bric countriesandHis country promotes the group of
20(GReplace seven statesGroup,becomes the main platform for international economic coordination and
cooperation.sameasyear,BRICS union Other emerging and developing countries pushWorld Bank and
International Monetary Fund reform, ①These reformsThe largest in the history of contemporary international
financial reform,most advantageouspower distribution schemes for emerging and developing
countries,greatlyThehas promoted the powers and status of these countries in the international financial system.re
as,on2009yeara month Copenhagen World climateChange Conference,China,,India and Brazil unite block partThe
conspiracy of developed economies,adherenceto""Kyoto Protocol"altogetherSame But different""Liability
principle,for BRICS countries in emerging andThe developing world has won a wide range of
accolades,andthenanotherproves its value to the world at times.

but,because five countries are in the political system,values and sendDifferences in terms of show levels,and
China,India,Russiageopolitical factors in the threecountries,bric nations still belong to Pinedispersed Cooperation
forum Nature,no consistent normative textitems,No Permanent Secretariat mechanism,Plus with 20 nationsThe
complex relationship of mechanisms such as regiment and regional organization,cause BRICSThe reform policies
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of the home group are greatlyaffected,shows inefficiency,policy instability, etc..to discuss major topics for
example,becausewithout a permanent Secretariat,major resolutions generally can only pass aYearly Summit
implementation.advance communication short,Middle ditchPass Depthis not sufficient,causes the five countries to
each other during the summitconflicting obvious,The final agreement is hard to reachExpected effect.loose
mechanism also causes five states ' responsibilities,semanticAwareness weak,when conflict with regional
interests,five statesHasA lower degree of collaboration,cause five countries to participate in the
countryInter-financial reform transaction,lack last,stable,Strong meaninglog expression and political and
economic deterrent.so,BRICS countries shouldLearn from the experience of the European Union's early
development,by creating a newPartnership,deepening cooperation in various fields,and with the helpof
theEconomic cooperation promote economic mutual trust and political mutual trust,step to fullsurface cooperation
mechanism Evolution,The final push for the BRICS to integrate intothe thread development.

Second,improve the BRICS and contingency reserve mechanisms,Promoteexternal pressure for power
structure reform.2014year7Month*Day,,BRIC countries sign a deal in Fortaleza, Brazil,officially
establishedBRICS countries Development Bank,building BRICS National emergency reserve

① inYear4MonthDay World Bank reform,developed countries sendshow China transfer voting
rights3.percentile,Togive developing countries overall voting rightsfrom""06%to theAll19%;through the
International Finance Corporation to improve basic voting rightsand2billion dollar scale special replenishment
program,make developing country in international finance DukeDivision overall voting rights from the.41%goes
up toA.48%.Themeeting also decides that the World Bank entersthe line total size584million Dollar General
increase in capital,Increase bank support developing countries minusfinancial capability for poor
development.year yearsmonthaDay, [IMFDirector of theSupreme decision-making bodyToapprovethe The IMF
Governance and share reform program(due to USA blocking,_Straight not trueimplementing,Share of developed
countries will be reduced to57.7%,Developing countries to.3%,share of developed countries in the global transfer
of emerging markets and developing countries2.8percent points.row,and make it clear that they are mutually
independent.First view onLong-term development financing,aims to help emerging and developing
countriesInfrastructure Construction and sustainable development,feature with Worldbounded bank partial
overlap;The latter focuses on short-term financing,primarily withtostabilizingBRIC countries ' internal financial
markets', "ensure BRICS countriesFinancial market orderly and healthy development""and'Should be ashort-term
flushClick",So the Brics contingency reserve arrangement is partially replacedby the role of the International
Monetary Fund. ① BRIC Bank and contingencyReserve Schedule set up,is a subjective expression of the
international currency baseGolden Organization Framework reform programme implementation of the
unsatisfactory dissatisfaction,Push DepartmentThe process of speeding up system reform in countries.objectively
weakens the worldWorldBank and International Monetary Fund international financial
implicationsForce,Increased ability of BRICS countries to challenge system power,getnegotiating chips to speed
up the reform process.

but,BRICS and BRICS emergency reserves same ashas problems.first,BRICS banks ' system of
decision-making powersex disorder.differs from contingency reserve arrangementwith,BRICS bankis the product
of the five countries ' compromise,Allparties ' interests are taken careof,causes the power structure to be
too balanced.increases with Member States,The equal consultation brought by the balance of power will highlight
the group's action dilemmaembarrassment,Therefore, a central country must be created to sweep
thissystem barriers,Unite countries to achieve group benefitsmaximize.second,lackInternational
Settlement"function".to fulldeveloping BRICS countries ' economic power,must need"International"Count
Bank"(BIS)to facilitate clearing and credit among BRICS countriesServices,reduce dependency on dollar and
Euro.at the same time,for five statesCentral Bank provides exchange platform,Coordinating Financial policy of
the five countries,chargerDivide the foreign exchange reserves and economic influence of the five
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countries,marginBrick National currency financial market security and stability.and,GoldentheBrick Bank for
International settlements will significantly weaken the group of seven usageseconomic sanction means,for
emerging and developing economiesand political independence escort,enhanced BRICS bank and BRICSHome
Emergency Reserves International influence, toPromote BRICSFinancial Authority.so,BRICS countries should
consider in BRICSLine and BRICS countries Contingency Reserve increased' 'International
Liquidationthepostcan,implementing BRIC bank,Combine international currency,Financial Market and inter-state
credit and rescue mechanism,Create_An institutionalized platform that can actually challenge system hegemony.

again,Promote currency mechanism reform in BRICS countries,Topush incrementallyforward"go to
dollarization"process.The collapse of the Bressenton system does nothave a "" tolift the dollar's dominance in the
International monetary system,beautyYuan is not only the main pricing and transaction currency of international
finance,andalso occupies up to the world's official foreign exchange reserves.7%Share. ② after financial
crisis,United States through abuse of dollar hegemonystatus,Implementing the monetary policy of the rounds of
quantitative easing to the worldpeople levy seigniorage,transfercrisis to US financial marketimpact,seriously
endanger national interests and global financial security.pickdollar hegemony is an important part of building a
new system,alsois a necessary means to ensure financial security in BRICS countries.In addition to passingThe
out of yen and Euro,multinational is also pushing its currencyinternationalization process,to implement
the balance of the International monetary Architecture.The diversity of the international monetary system not only
can effectively dilute the United StatesMeta economic hegemony,to shake America's system power base,and
canto balance other systems by adjusting the International monetaryArchitectureThe gap between great powers
and American monetary power,Increase Challenge USA rightsforce-alone weights.current,bric countries go to
dollarizationmainly concentrates on currency swaps,Trade settlement and loan business, and so on,.aggressively
promote bilateral currency swaps, tostep forward the BRIC countries ' currencies in terms of loans and trade
settlementapproval degree and usage,and take this opportunity to further promote bilateralLocal currency trade
settlement and loan business.RMB internationalizationStrategy example,China has been with Brazil,Russia sign
local currencyInterchange Agreement,and build on itnetwork,Gradually in all participating in the domestic
Ministry of the implementation of various areas of the local currency in theasa.®Currency cooperation to avoid
the US dollar exchange rate fluctuations bring thePotential Risks,Minimize transaction costs.

BRICS countries to give full play to their economic power,implements fiveMaximize Benefits,Create
Euro-like BRIC countriesThe regional currency of the IS imperative.from European currency_bodyPractice
View,currency_not only strengthens the BRIC countries

① Hermit:Ma Airlines attack:The U.S. and the BRICS group wrist,http://www.
Wyzxwk.com/article/guoji-07/324139. html.

② IMFCurrency Composition of official Foreign Exchange reserves (Cofer),http://www. IMF.
org/external/np/sta/cofer/eng/.

③ accordingtoXinhua News agencyMessage2013Year3MonthDay is called,People'sBank of China
andTheBrazilian central bank signs the CMB Interchange agreement,Interchange Scale1 900billion
RMB/600billion Brazilian real,Valid three years,The can be postponed by mutual consent.This currency
exchangeAgreement signed at the fifth summit of BRICS leaders,and alsoThe first currency swap
agreement between the Chinese central bank and the BRICS countries.accordingto
RussiaSound2014year8Month8Day messages are called,The People's Bank of China has been with the Russian
Central Bank on goodsCurrency exchange Agreementagreed,and enter formal approval procedure.Home
cooperation in currency and exchange rates,and get rid ofUSD,dependencies on currencies such as euro and
Japanese Yen.Thekey is,commontheSettlement Unit of provides great convenience for the five countries ' trade,It
can also be used to eliminate the international exchange rate in the same way as the local currency exchange.A
twisted disadvantage,minimizestransaction costsfor currency exchange bands.this way,not only further
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enhanceThe stability of the BRICS countries ' overall economy,Security and competitive,andalso enhance the
ownership and cohesion of the BRICS countries,Promoteinto five countries to achieve deeper cooperation in more
areas,Enhancedas a leading representative of emerging and developing countries evenLeading position,Better
guide The emerging and developing world forcesamount,to promote reform of the international financial system.
4. Epilogue

as the largest BRICS country,largest developing countryand World's second largest economy,China wants in
system power knotrefactoring to gain more power share,break current in rightmarginalized embarrassment in
force structure,Enter system decision core,Avoid the policy of becoming a powerful power because of insufficient
power sacrificeProducts.current,20 countries are gradually replacing the group of sevenbecomes the new
international financial coordination platform,The latter share of powerTheAdvantage is system bound.based
on,China should join otherCountry in the framework of the Group of 20 to advance the power
structureleatherprocess.at the same time,China should also seek the leading BRICS bank'sdevelopment,expanding
renminbi investment rules through the BRICS businesstemplates and Covers fields,Strengthening RMB in
international trade settlementinfluence,Stride forward RMB internationalization strategy,so pushMove
International monetary system reform,and system power structure reformForm response.

In theprocess of implementing system power redistribution,as a newnational leader in developing
countries,BRICS countries strengthened byBRICS countries cooperation mechanism,perfecting BRICS bank and
emergency reserve machineSystem and promote the BRICS countries ' monetary mechanism reform and other
aspects of theeffortForce,continuously enhance its status as an important part of the power structure
andInfluence,forces the system to package in the process of power structure reformthe emerging economies,
including the BRICS, to cede more power.only this way,To promote the new power structure of the international
financial systemtransition,leading the world as soon as possible from the post-financial crisis erashadow,move
towards a comprehensive recovery of the world economy as soon as
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